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Data publication: SVDE discovery platform



Linked data experience
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Linked data experience
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Challenge: hide complexities
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Complexities behind search functions #1
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Complexities behind search functions #2
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The Agent entity
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The Original work entity and its publications
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The Original work entity and its related works
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The evolution of SVDE entity model



Starting point: BIBFRAME 2.0
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Challenge: interoperability with LRM model
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BIBFRAME vs. LRM

Work, Instance, Item (BIBFRAME)

vs.

Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item (LRM)
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Comparison of entity models in the LD community
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Challenge: identify the “original work”

In the Share-VDE portal the “grouping”  ability (effective for the purpose of enhancing the 
user’s navigation function) is largely proposed starting from each entity. 
If the Agent, with its attributes and its relationships, is clearly designed in all data models, 
both for researches and for librarians, the “Work” is a more complex entity due to the high 
degree of abstraction: 

? how can we represent this abstraction without losing the effectiveness conveyed by the 
expression?

? how do we extract the intellectual content from the bf:Work that is the sum of both 
abstract content and concrete representation?

adding a new level/extension to BIBFRAME allows to separate the intellectual content → 
identification of the “original work”
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Overcoming the challenges

To overcome the challenge of identifying the original work and keep 
interoperability with other models...

the SuperWork was created

To avoid confusion with other definitions of “superwork”, the Share-VDE 
SuperWork was renamed the Share-VDE Opus in February 2020 becoming 
also a new conceptual family or type of bibliographic element
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The analysis of the entity model #1

The analysis in the dedicated SVDE working group considered 4 main scenarios to model the 
“work” entity 

Main attempt: 

identify among many works at the same level the “original work” of an author, the “Opus” 
in its original Latin meaning

The aggregating power of an Opus is the ability to bundle together all variants and 
publications of an abstract work 
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The analysis of the entity model #2
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So called 
“Option 3”



The analysis of the entity model #3
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So called 
“Option 4”
more flexible 

and 
interoperable 

with BIBFRAME 
and IFLA-LRM



Similarities and differences #1

Desired model feature

An entity representing the 
abstract works of the bf:Work 
class is needed; svde:Opus

Any svde:Opus shall be 
regarded as a bf:Work.
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Representation in Option 3

Through subclassing:

svde:Opus is defined as a 
subclass of bf:Work

Representation in Option 4

Through instantiation 
algorithms:

svde:Opus is defined as a 
separate class, not a subclass of 
bf:Work. All svde:Opus 
instances are also explicitly 
declared instances of bf:Work



Similarities and differences #2
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Desired model feature

An entity representing the 
“expression-like” entities of the 
bf:Work class is needed; 
svde:Work.

Any svde:Work shall be 
regarded as a bf:Work.

Representation in Option 3

Through subclassing:

svde:Work is defined as a 
subclass of bf:Work

Representation in Option 4

Through instantiation 
algorithms:

svde:Work is defined as a 
separate class, not a subclass of 
bf:Work. All svde:Work 
instances are also explicitly 
declared instances of bf:Work



The choice of the entity model
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So called 
“Option 4”



Current Share-VDE model simplified 
OPUS
Hamlet [text]
see ID 10834

INSTANCE
Hamlet  
[196-?]
ID ALBERTA

INSTANCE
Hamlet, Prince de 
Danemark
1947
ID STANFORD

WORK
audiobook
[sound recording]

WORK
French translation 
[text]

ITEM

AGENT CLUSTER 
(CREATOR)
William Shakespeare
see ID 63931

Last update 10/06/2020
http://bit.ly/SVDE_model_simplified

bf:hasExpression bf:expressionOf

bf:instanceOf - bf:Work

ITEM ITEM

bf:hasItem

ITEM

PUBLISHER 
CLUSTER 
Nagel

AGENT CLUSTER 
(TRANSLATOR)
Marcel Pagnol

bf:itemOf

INSTANCE
Hamlet, Prince de 
Danemark
1947
ID DUKE

bf:Work - bf:hasInstance

http://dev-vde.atcult.it/sharevde/searchTitles?t_cluster_id=10834
http://dev-vde.atcult.it/sharevde/searchNames?n_cluster_id=63931
http://bit.ly/SVDE_model_simplified


Future Share-VDE model simplified 
OPUS
Hamlet [text]
see ID 10834

INSTANCE
Hamlet  
[196-?]
ID DUKE
ID NYU

INSTANCE
Hamlet, Prince de 
Danemark
1947
ID STANFORD
ID DUKE

WORK
audiobook
[sound recording]

WORK
French translation 
[text]

INSTANCE
Hamlet, Édition bilingue
1945
ID NYU
ID UMICH

ITEM

AGENT CLUSTER 
(CREATOR)
William Shakespeare
see ID 63931

bf:hasExpression bf:expressionOf

bf:Work - bf:hasInstance bf:instanceOf - bf:Work

ITEMITEM

bf:hasItem

PUBLISHER 
CLUSTER 
Pantheon 
books

ITEM

PUBLISHER 
CLUSTER 
Nagel

AGENT CLUSTER 
(TRANSLATOR)
Marcel Pagnol

bf:itemOf

http://dev-vde.atcult.it/sharevde/searchTitles?t_cluster_id=10834
http://dev-vde.atcult.it/sharevde/searchNames?n_cluster_id=63931


Where we are now

Goal: finalize the work done so far and choose the model that best fits the purpose of 
identification, description, conversion and maintenance of SVDE data - also taking into 
account interoperability issues with other models

How to advance from discussion to implementation?

1 . Review svde:Opus in details

2. Substantiate the svde:Opus with attributes and relationships
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Data publication vs. data editing



Merge of more Opuses #1
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https://xd.adobe.com/view/4c5731bf-7ea7-4fa1-6706-15188b0bfc10-3a66/screen/fe392521-1c82-4006-b923-724e15ddf0e5/1007-P1103-6?fullscreen&hints=off


Merge of more Opuses #2
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Merge of more Opuses #3
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Merge of more Opuses #4
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Merge of more Opuses #5
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Relationship between existing Instance and new Opus
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https://xd.adobe.com/view/9daffb62-a5e9-4d8c-6309-9c57b5b07841-eb9e/?fullscreen


tiziana.possemato@atcult.it
tiziana.possemato@casalini.it 

https://share-vde.org
info@share-vde.org

Thank you!

mailto:tiziana.possemato@atcult.it
mailto:tiziana.possemato@casalini.it
https://share-vde.org/

